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SYNOPSIS

Setting: A distant planet in a galax far, far away
Time: The Future

ACT I

Eurilla and her father Licone are alarmed by the appearance of the threatening knight Rodomonte, who is searching for Angelica and Medoro. Eurilla tells him of their love and that they have taken refuge in the nearby castle. The knight reveals himself the King of Barbary, infatuated with Angelica and intent on protecting her from Orlando’s jealousy. Angelica laments that she has to live in hiding to avoid Orlando’s mad frenzy. She summons the sorceress Alcina, who offers her protection. Medoro now enters with the unwelcome news that Orlando and his squire Pasquale have been sighted nearby but is unsure whether to stay or escape. Pasquale is discovered by Rodomonte, who proceeds to challenge him, but is distracted by Eurilla, who says that Orlando is nearby looking for him.

Alone with Eurilla, Pasquale explains that his life of adventure is blighted by a constant lack of food (and love). Medoro swears his fidelity to Angelica but despite her protests suggests that for her own safety he should leave her for a time. When they have gone, Orlando appears, cursing the obsession that drives him on, convinced that Medoro is the only obstacle to the fulfilment of his love. He sees that Medoro has carved Angelica’s name on many objects and proceeds to destroy them. The braggart Rodomonte is still in pursuit of Orlando and narrowly misses him when he arrives to interrogate Eurilla, on the whereabouts of Medoro. Angelica’s fearful premonitions are interrupted by Pasquale and Eurilla, who warn her of Orlando’s approach. Rodomonte joins them, still eager to fight Orlando, and then the peace-loving Medoro enters. Alcina appears and reassures the lovers, while warning Rodomonte that he cannot defeat Orlando. Orlando bursts in raving, but Alcina magically immobilizes him and imprisons him in a cage of light.

15 MINUTE INTERMISSION

ACT II

Orlando has been freed from the cage, but not from his madness. Rodomonte is once more about to attack him, but when Eurilla brings news that Medoro and Angelica have fled, Orlando dashes off in pursuit. Medoro seeks refuge by the sea, and at Eurilla’s suggestion, conceals himself in a grotto, asking her to tell Angelica of his unhappy fate. Eurilla and Pasquale discover their love for one another as she invites him to follow her to a castle. Angelica laments her suffering. Alcina plans to resolve the lovers’ difficulties. As Angelica is about the throw herself into the sea in despair, Medoro
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appears and they re-affirm their love. They are on the point of seeking a new
refuge when Orlando appears, but Alcina intervenes again to allow the lovers to
escape. Orlando is distracted by the sudden appearance of two sea-monsters.
Rodomonte enters with Alcina, who invites all to her magic grotto. Orlando and
Pasquale arrive in search of Alcina, and the paladin furiously insults the sorceress
for protecting Medoro. She responds by turning him to stone. Angelica, Medoro,
Eurilla and Rodomonte enter, marveling at this sight. Alcina restores Orlando to
his human state, but his frenzy is unrelenting. Alcina’s assistants take Orlando into
her tower as the rest of the group begin to breathe a bit easier.

ACT III

Charon, the infernal ferryman, watches over the sleeping Orlando. Alcina
commands him to wash away Orlando’s madness with water from the river of
forgetfulness, and Orlando wakens confused. Pasquale, now dressed in some of
Medoro’s clothing impresses Eurilla with his musical gifts as a violinist and a singer.

Angelica is pursued by wild savages. Medoro rushes to her assistance but is
wounded and dies. Rodomonte and Orlando engage in a duel. Angelica is
delirious, believing that Medoro is dead. Alcina assures her that this is not so, but
that he is healed of his wounds. Rodomonte and Orlando enter together, now
comrades. The waters of Lethe have blanked from Orlando’s mind both his love
for Angelica and his hatred of Medoro. Angelica and Medoro can now love one
another without fear, Pasquale and Eurilla are united, and Orlando may go in
search of fresh deeds of valor.
Proud Orlando, loving Angelica, and arrogant Rodomonte have been roaming over mountain, river, and grotto for centuries. Here are the facts: late in the eighth century the armies of Charlemagne, Holy Roman Emperor and King of the Franks, are engaged in a struggle against the Moors, or Saracens, for dominion of the Spanish peninsula and a foothold in the rest of Europe. The monarch orders his nephew, the knight Roland, (Orlando in Italian), to hold a deep valley on the Franco-Spanish border called Roncesvalles. Orlando is ambushed by superior forces and killed in action; the Iberian peninsula falls to the Moors and remains under their control for the next 700 years.

These historical events inspired song and legend, and centuries later one of the greatest poetic works of the middle ages: the early 12th century Chanson de Roland or Song of Roland. In this French classic, Roland’s stepfather is jealous of both Roland’s superior prowess and Charlemagne’s favor towards him. Roland is betrayed by his relation, who knowingly sends him to the valley to his death.

The tales of the French paladins fired listeners’ imaginations with their eternal themes of courage and betrayal linked to the continuous struggle between Christian and Moorish forces; during these same eras Crusader knights were engaged far to the east to recapture Jerusalem from the Muslims. Troubadours performed the Song of Roland in all the courts of Europe and imitations inevitably followed.

Years pass. Our story now shifts to the great Renaissance court of the Este dukes of Ferrara in the Italian peninsula. It is an age when art, music, and literature celebrate the potential—and failings—of the human spirit. The count and scholar Matteo Maria Boiardo writes a romance of chivalry titled Orlando Innamorato, or Roland in Love. Although still filled with exploits and heroism, the poet adds elements from the Arthurian tales of Britain: magic, enchantments, and Orlando’s love for Angelica, the beautiful queen of Cathay come to pay a visit to the court of Charlemagne. Rodomonte, who later inspires the fine old English term “rodomontade,” (vainglorious boasting or bragging) enters the fray. Boiardo also introduces the powerful Alcina as the sister of Morgan le Fay, the sorceress who tends King Arthur after his final battle. In this poem many paladins are in love with Angelica; just at the point when there is to be a contest for her hand, Boiardo dies and leaves the work unfinished.

Still later another courtier to the Ferrarese court, Ludovico Ariosto, takes up the tangled threads where Boiardo left off. His version of the story is called the Orlando Furioso, or Orlando the Mad. It is a rare case of the sequel surpassing the original. Ariosto’s tale is filled with new characters, magical deeds and travels, praises of contemporary rulers, artists and writers, and a gentle humor in which the author constantly pokes fun at himself. The ardent
and faithful Saracen knight Medoro makes his appearance. Like an indulgent father Ariosto treats all his characters, be they Christian or “pagan,” with the same bemused tolerance, a tone that infuriated some of his contemporaries. In this poem the valiant Orlando has become so human that his jealous love drives him insane.

Ariosto summarizes his themes in the first of 46 cantos:

Le donne, i cavalier, l’arme, gli amori Of ladies, knights, arms and loves
Le cortesie, l’audaci imprese io canto Of courtesies and daring feats I sing
Che furo al tempo che passaro i Mori Of the times when the Moors crossed
D’Africa il mare, e in Francia nocquer tanto, the sea from Africa and did so much harm in France,

[...

Dirò d’Orlando in un medesmo tratto I will tell of Orlando in one same passage
Cosa non detta in prosa mai nè in rima, Something never said in prose nor in rhyme,
Che per amor venne in furor e matto, How because of love he became enraged and insane,
D’uom che sí saggio era stimato prima; From the man respected as so wise before;

The Furioso had a lasting influence. It came out in several versions, the last in 1532; by the year 1600 the work had gone through 154 published editions. Imitators tried to equal or outdo its fame. The 8-line stanza form favored by Boiardo and Ariosto was extremely musical and parts of the Furioso were not only read but performed, exploiting the ancient relationship between word spoken and word sung. More time gallops by. As all great literary works should be, the Furioso is mined for lyric opera.

Libretto adaptations begin early in the 17th century. These characters just could not stay put. They kept dashing all over Europe, as we see from just a few examples: Jean-Baptiste Lully performed his opera Roland for the first time at Versailles in 1685; Vivaldi premiered his Orlando in Venice in 1727; Handel in London wrote three operas based on exploits from the Furioso: Orlando for the King’s Theater in London in 1733; Ariodante, performed at Covent Garden in 1735; and Alcina also for Covent Garden, in 1735.

The glorious multiplicity of plots, characters, and author’s asides must naturally be pared down for the stage audience. Lyric adaptations of the Furioso center on one or two strands of the action with several characters; the theme is most often the painful effects of love. For example, one of the central passages of the Furioso takes place when Orlando’s jealousy rises to a fevered pitch at seeing Angelica and Medoro’s entwined names lovingly carved on the trees of a meadow and riverbank:
Angelica e Medor con cento nodi
Legati insieme, e in cento lochi vede:
Quante lettere son, tanti son chiodi
Coi quali Amore il cor gli punge e fiede:
Va col pensier cercando in mille modi
Non creder quel ch’al suo dispetto crede
Ch’altra Angelica sia creder di sforza,
Ch’abbia scritto il suo nome in quella scorza

Angelica and Medoro, he sees with a hundred knots
Tied together, and in a hundred places
As many letters as there are, are that many shafts
With which Love pierces and wounds his heart:
In thought he goes seeking in a thousand ways
To disbelieve what in spite of himself he believes
He strains to think that it is another Angelica
Who has written her name on that bark

Orlando attempts to metaphorically crush his rising tide of fury by going on a rampage and destroying every inscription of the lovers’ names on rock, tree, and fountain. The romance draws out his progression of recognition, fear, terror, and efforts at self-delusion for approximately 40 stanzas of poetry. What is lost in length is heightened by the music in Orlando’s emotional recitative and aria towards the end of Act I of Haydn’s opera. Although the scene is much condensed, the motivations are clear to the audience. For as the poet of the Orlando Furioso explains to his readers, we are all lost in the wood of love:

Chi mette il piè su l’amorosa pania,
Cerchi ritrarlo, e non v’inveschi l’ale;
Che non è in somma amore, se non insania
A guidizio de savi universale:
[ ... ]
Varii gli effetti son, ma la pazzia
È tutt’una però, che li fa uscire;
Gli è come una gran selva, ove la via
Conviene a forza, a chi vi va, fallire:
Chi su, chi giù, chi qua, chi là travia

He who sets his foot into the snare of love,
Should try to pull it out without entangling his wings;
For what, in sum, is love but insanity
By universal judgment of the wise:
Its effects are varied, but madness
Is always what makes them emerge;
It is like a vast forest, where he who enters
Must always fail to find the way out:
Some up, some down, some here, some there go astray
Composer Joseph Haydn (1732-1809) was active in Vienna, Prague, and London, but spent most of his glorious career as director of music at Eszterháza (Hungary) in the service of princes Paul Anton and Nikolaus. This magnificent country estate, renowned as a “second Versailles,” boasted two theatres which had to be kept supplied with musical entertainments for a stream of distinguished visitors. Although Hadyn is perhaps chiefly known today as a composer of instrumental works, he wrote a series of operas for Eszterháza.

Added for comic contrast are Orlando’s cowardly squire Pasquale, clearly related to Leporello in Mozart’s Don Giovanni of just a few years later; the clever and flirtatious shepherdess Eurilla, another familiar character; and for moral weight Charon (Caronte in Italian), dread ferryman of condemned souls to the underworld. Charon too, has long and noble antecedents, from Greek mythology to the Divine Comedy of Dante.

Our production is a link in the long and celebrated adventures of Orlando. Now come and take a refreshing dip in the sweet waters of Lethe, the river of forgetfulness. Sit back, clear your mind of all care, and enjoy the enchanting melodies of Haydn’s Orlando Paladino.

-Nancy Goldsmith
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Pacifica Quartet with New York Philharmonic
Guest Anthony McGill, Clarinet
Feb. 21 at 7:30 p.m.
WATSON HALL

The Pacifica Quartet is joined by New York Philharmonic principal clarinetist Anthony McGill in a program of music by Brahms and Dvořák, plus new music. Formed in 1994, the Pacifica Quartet quickly won chamber music’s top competitions, including the 1998 Naumburg Chamber Music Award.

Undergraduate Opera Scenes
Mar. 26 at 2 p.m.
AGNES DE MILLE THEATRE

Undergraduate opera students perform one-act operas from the repertory.

A.J. Fletcher Opera Institute: The Rivals
Apr. 19 & 21 at 7:30 p.m.
Apr. 23 at 2 p.m.
AGNES DE MILLE THEATRE

“In spirit, ‘The Rivals’ harks to Rossini and Donizetti; in sound, it wedds Puccini’s generous lyricism to the dancing meters of Bernstein’s ‘Candide,’” wrote The New York Times of this opera, praising it for its “buoyant melodies, supple harmonies and perky rhythms.” Kirke Mechem’s “The Rivals” is a bright and witty comedy full of love, mistaken identities, duels, and misunderstandings in the household of Mrs. Malaprop. In Mechem’s libretto, based on an 18th-century comedy by Sheridan, the action moves from the English town of Bath to Newport, Rhode Island, at the beginning of the 20th century.